
Fluorseals achieves fast Disaster Recovery and 
increases SQL server performance with Syneto
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After suffering an 24-hour downtime incident, Fluorseals had decided to find 
an IT infrastructure that would offer data protection, while ensuring the 
possibility of a fast restore (a low RTO). As their previous cloud backup 
solution did not offer fast recovery, an alternative was needed. 

Fluorseals was also looking for a solution that would offer a bigger amount 
of storage and would increase the performance of their virtual servers.

The Challenge

Increase SQL server 
performance

Ensure data protection and 
instant restore.

Easy management of virtual 
machines. 
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Company: Fluorseals
Location: Italy

Challenge:
- Increase SQL server 
performance.
- Ensure data protection 
and a precise recovery 
time.
- Increase amount of 
storage.

Solution:
1 x HYPERSeries 3213, 
1 x HYPERSeries 3210

Fluorseals is a world-leading provider of engineered fluoropolymers products 
and solutions. Fluorseals’ family of companies operates six primary 
manufacturing facilities across Italy, Europe and Asia.

The company employs about 400 people worldwide and sells products to 
more than 10,000 customers in over 60 countries across the globe.
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For the IT team at Fluorseals, the objective was to find a solution that could ensure fast recovery in case of a 
downtime incident, while being able to ensure the appropriate storage capacity and increased VM performance.

The solution would have to efficiently support all the company’s data (VMs and files): Active Directory domain 
controller, web servers, exchange email servers, SQL database (for the company’s ERP), file server etc. 

The Objective 

Fluorseals deployed a HYPERSeries 3213 together with a HYPERSeries 3210. This simple architecture uses copy 
data management to ensure that no data is lost - all data is cross-replicated between the two HYPERSeries 
appliances. The infrastructure guarantees business continuity with an RTO of 15 minutes.

The company currently runs a total of 15 VMs on their new infrastructure. The all-flash solution ensures efficiency 
and increased performance for all of these applications. The Syneto HYPERSeries 3000 can satisfy the most 
demanding requirements for concurrent transactions, making it a great solution for running SQL applications. That is 
why switching to a HYPERSeries solution has considerably increased the performance of the company’s SQL server. 
All backups and restores are performed at VM-level and all data can be provisioned in a few seconds; backups are 
fast and a database can be recovered in less than 5 minutes.

As the HYPERSeries has been designed as a “plug and play” product, the infrastructure simplifies the management of 
all data, including that of virtual machines.

The Solution

“Syneto’s hyperconverged solution has helped us achieve an 
increase in SQL server performance, as well as much shorter 
backup times and an easier management of VMs.”

Ing. Paolo Bonardi– IT Manager, Fluorseals

VMs/file backups (instant restore)

Active workload


